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Rotterdam, still a medium-sized town even though it is the second city of the Netherlands and the most 

important port of Europe, can be visited very easily on foot or by tram in a fairly short time. For example, 

two social housing experiments dating back to the early 20
th

 century that are located in different parts of 

the town can be comfortably reached and visited in the space of a few hours. These are the Spangen 

complex, designed and realized by architect Michiel Brinkman in 1919-21, and the Kiefhoek 

neighbourhood, created by J.J.P. Oud in 1925-27, i.e. two pioneering specimens of social housing at the 

time of their planning and construction. 

More specifically, the experimental quality of these two urban complexes falls under the architectural 

research conducted in the low-rise, high-density dimension of social housing, especially as far as 

Brinkman’s estate is concerned. This is also a line of scientific research pursued by Embrice2030 with 

different initiatives, including an exhibition on the work of Italian architect Paolo Meluzzi 

<embrice2030.com/2018/02/14/paolo-meluzzi-e-il-dibattito-low-rise-high-density-1990-2000-

inaugurazione-mercoledi-21-febbraio-2018-17-30/>; a book with a focus on his life and career 

<embrice2030.com/embrice-formato-a-tema/>, item 014; and, so far, a reportage on a typical 1970’s 

social housing estate in London <embrice2030.com/2019/02/08/low-rise-in-the-sky-le-avventure-di-un-

complesso-di-edilizia-residenziale-pubblica-a-londra-dagli-anni-settanta-a-oggi/>. The latter story implies 

a reflection on the current debate on public housing, private space, and urban (re)development, which 

affects not only London but all major cities across the world including Rome 

<embrice2030.com/2016/02/11/porto-fluviale-ultimo-atto/>. 

In an overview of 20
th

-century examples of low-rise, high-density architectural experiments, the book on 

Paolo Meluzzi cites precisely Brinkman’s and Oud’s works, that have luckily escaped the destruction of 

Rotterdam caused by the German bombings of WWII. In fact, nothing remains of historical Rotterdam (an 

inhabited settlement since the 9
th

 century) but for a few placenames. On the other hand, this has allowed 

the city to become one of the most beautiful entirely modern examples of urban planning; an ongoing test 

bench for everything new is conceived and designed as far as cities and architecture are concerned. The 

sense of constant renewal has permeated the city up to the point that the railway station made in the 

1950’s in concrete modernist style has recently been reconstructed from scratch (save for the original sign, 

Centraal Station, repositioned on the building’s front façade with its original modernist fonts) by Benthem 

Crouwel Architects, MVSA Architects, and West 8 in forms reminiscent of parametricism.  

The complex of the 1910’s in Spangen was completely new in terms of housing typology. Single-family 

flats and maisonettes are built on top of each other, but the general plan is still based on North-European 

tradition, e.g. the enclosure with an internal courtyard. Individual access to the terraced houses is provided 

through a semi-public space, therefore the maisonettes located at the second floor are accessed through 

an elevated residential street, or gallery, running all along the inside of the block. It’s more like raised 

streets than walkways, because their width (3 metres) allows for hanging around and socializing, not just 

walking by. The estate’s style is still mostly Deco, and the materials combine innovation and tradition (e.g., 

raw concrete and brown bricks); in a sense, seen from outside it is not possible to imagine that the 

enclosure contains so much novelty; the housing typology is not really readable. The large, almost 

monumental gateways (actually, passages below the third-floor maisonettes) give more clues, as the raw 

concrete highlights what was to become the typical polygonal arch of a bracket flat portal. When you walk 

through the gateway, you find out that you are also walking under the raised walkway, which is supported 

by raw-concrete freestanding pylons. 

In the middle of the courtyards stand buildings whose function is different from the residential, like 

(originally) the heating system and the baths. Their look is fairly different from the terraced houses, whose 

facades present a decorative pattern like blue majolica, overhanging balconies with innovative iron railings, 



and raw concrete strips. Therefore, the searched-for standardization is toned down with a few aesthetic-

functional tricks. The overhanging walkway has influenced architecture over the next few decades, from Le 

Corbusier up to the Smithson’s unfortunate Robin Hood Gardens 
<www.facebook.com/embrice.aps/posts/2006795706251811> .  

Michiel Brinkman was born in Rotterdam in 1873. He worked almost exclusively in his native town, mainly 

with the firm Brinkman en Van der Vlugt. The firm is well known especially for their Van Nelle factory and 

the Huis Sonneveld, supreme examples of Dutch functionalism. 

The article then goes on to present Kiefhoek, the social housing complex designed by Bauhäusler Jacobus 

Johannes Pieter Oud in the late 1920’s, dwelling on his use of colour, low-rise blocks, and curved lines. 

Original photographs taken by the author accompany this short voyage in the history of architecture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


